[The drosophila hematopoietic niche].
Stem cells are required for both tissue renewal and repair in response to injury. The maintenance and function of stem cells is controlled by their specific cellular microenvironment called "niche". Hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) that give rise to all blood cell types have been extensively studied in mammals. Genetic and molecular analyses performed in mice identified several signaling pathways involved in the cellular communications between HSC and their niche. However, hematopoietic niche plasticity remains poorly understood. The discovery of a Drosophila hematopoietic niche, called PSC, established a new model to decipher the niche function in vivo. Size control of the PSC is essential to maintain hematopoietic tissue homeostasis and a molecular cascade controlling the PSC cell number has been characterized. Novel parallels between Drosophila and mammalian hematopoietic niches open new perspectives for studies of HSC biology in human.